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ORTONA LOCK, LOCK NO. 2, WATER TREATMENT PLANT 
(Ortona Lock, Lock No. 2, Building No. SF 54) 

HAER NO. FL-19-E 

On the north bank of the Caloosahatchee River to 
the north and northeast of the Lock Tender's 
House, Ortona vicinity, Glades County, Florida. 

Present Owner: U.S. Army Corps of Engineers 

Present Use: The water treatment plant filters gray waste when 
the county supplied sewage system fails. 

Significance: This utilitarian building with slight Art Moderne 
influences was designed to treat waste water at 
the reservation. It is significant for its role 
in the operation of the lock facility. 
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PART I. HISTORICAL INFORMATION 

A. Physical History: 

1. Date of Construction: 1948 

2. Architect/Engineer: U.S. Engineer Office, 
Jacksonville, Florida 

3. Original and subsequent owners: State of Florida, U.S. 
Corps of Engineers 

4. Original Builder: Unknown 

5. Alterations and Additions: None 

B. Historical Context 

This building was constructed in 1948 and designed to treat 
wastewater at the reservation. It was no longer needed 
when sewage pipes reached this area of the county, but it 
remains as a backup should the other system fail. It is 
strictly a utilitarian building with no secondary function. 

PART II. DESCRIPTION 

A. General Statement 

The water treatment plant is constructed of concrete block with 
a shed concrete roof. It is utilitarian in form and style with 
only a slight Art Moderne influence. The style emphasizes 
futuristic concepts rather than invoking architectural 
antecedents. The streamline design reflects the modernity found 
in the pre- and post-World War II era when industrial 
innovations were closely intertwined with aesthetic 
characteristics such as flat roofs, smooth exterior surfaces, 
non-traditional glazing, horizontal bands of stripes and 
grooves, cantilevered overhangs, and rounded corners. 

When constructed, the water treatment house filtered and 
recycled gray wastewater. When sewer lines were installed, the 
building was no longer used for this purpose, although when 
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sewage service is disrupted, it can be placed back into 
operation. 

B. Physical Description 

1. Exterior: 

The structure measures 16'-0" x 13'-2" x 10'-4" and is 
constructed on a poured reinforced concrete foundation that is 
elevated 4" above the ground's surface. The structure is made 
entirely of concrete block that has been painted. The low
pitched shed roof is a concrete slab with a 4" overhang and with 
a metal-banded fascia or flashing. On the east elevation, there 
is one opening that houses a steel door, which contains a 
centered one-light square window located on the upper half. The 
steel door measures 7'-0" x 3'-0". On the north side, there is 
a rolling, metal garage door. The bay measures 8'-7" x 16'. 
There are two windows located on the south and west elevation. 
Each window has three lights that pivot. The windows each 
measure 3'-7" in height-by-4'-0" in width. Ventilation is 
provided on the east elevation by a narrow vent running along 
the roofline. Eighteen openings are equally arranged in a three 
row by six row composition. Each opening is approximately 2" in 
height and 10" in width. This functional yet decorative 
architectural feature is an example of the Art Moderne style. 

c. General Siting 

The Ortona water treatment plant is located on the north side of 
the lock channel to the west of the lock tender's house. There 
are sidewalks or driveways leading to the structure. It is 
surrounded by grass with no landscaping. 

PART III. Sources of Information 

A. Architectural Drawings 

No engineering drawings were located for this building. 
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